Abstract. This paper presents a task scheduling model based on intelligent signal environment cognition is provided to analyze the phased array radar resource scheduling in complex combat environment. The traditional priority of scheduling methods can't be satisfied to the needs in practice. According to the work mode and task of the phased array radar, some complex modulated signal waveform was established and WVD time-frequency transform was used to preprocess the features such as position of geometry center, polarimetric characteristics and et al which are provided to classifier and obtain the task priority. To overcome the weakness of classical scheduling algorithm, a novel task scheduling algorithm is provided which is based on Gaussian Process multitask classification. The method can effectively improve the performance of the radar scheduler and make the task scheduling more feasibly and practical.
Introduction
Phased array radars use phased array antennas, which allow the radar beam to be controlled and adapted almost instantaneously, which flexibility enables the radar to carry out multiple functions simultaneously, such as missile guidance, tracking and surveillance, where each function carries out a numbers of radar tasks. Skolnik and Barbaresco in [1] [2] present an overview of radar resource management. The task scheduling problem is becoming important as the complexity of battle target environment. That is because many active and passive jamming measures have brought rigorous challenges to the survival and utilization of phased array radars [3] . The traditional priority of scheduling methods can't be satisfied to the practical needs which is just based on of the cost of radar system time and energy. As the targets environment is dynamic, the priority of scheduling is dynamic related to the target environment [4] . From a motivational point of view, multitask learning can be particularly useful these approaches can effectively capture global similarities between targets. For example, we can forecast special radar task through the data from each type of target characteristics while data from many tasks are ready at hand. Recently, Gaussian Process has been successfully used for multitask forecasting with excellent performance. So in the paper, a novel radar task scheduling algorithm is provided which is based on Gaussian Process (GP) classification which has been successfully applied to improve the performance of the radar scheduler compared with the traditional methods.
Task Scheduling Problem with Environment Constraint and Priority
As mentioned in [3, 5] , there is a priority structure between types of tasks for traditional phased array radar, which means that if during an overload period we prefer to continue to track targets than to try to detect new targets, and then tracking tasks have a higher priority than search tasks. However, the priority structure will be dynamic changed considered with target number, task order, deadline time, etc. during the different flying status of ballistic targets. For example, the missile erects decoys while the radar scheduler has to extract HRRP or micro-motion features which events will cost time and energy. In this paper, we conclude an on-line task scheduling problem. The long distance early warning phased array radar system explores a part of the sky by processing tasks. Each priority of processed task may be different with the environment evolutions. As environment is dynamic, and over the time some tasks appear, disappear or are updated. The priority will decide the order of scheduling which will cost the different time and energy. The task priority and corresponding dwell parameters are shown in TABLE.I. The priority queues of task scheduling are ordered as Superior instruction task, Confirmation task, Back-scanning task, Tracking task, Recognition task, Surveillance task. The recognition task can be classified to several tasks such as RCS time series, ISAR imaging, micro-motion, polarization and high resolution range profile (HRRP) which are used to extract target characteristics. Table 1 . Radar Scheduling Task Parameters.
Special radar Signal Waveform Design and Cognition
The received signals usually consist of sequences of pulses with complex signal waveforms, such as LFM, PSK-coded and FSK-modulated signals et al. In practical phased array radar systems, more sophisticated signal waveforms have been used, so it is necessary to construct signal models for improving the detection, tracking and recognition performance. And some novel and modified types of radar waveforms are provided. References [6] introduces many applications on the waveforms design of modern radar system, we mainly provide some radar waveforms with combined modulation, as shown below. To avoid the redundancy and overlap of signal spectra, the increase of frequency can be chosen as n B . The beginning frequency is 0 f and the i-th frequency ci f is
Then the waveform can be defined as
where, 
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where, B T is the duration of subpulse, P is the length of the codes, and 
Improved task Scheduling Algorithm with GP Classification
As mentioned above, the radar tasks scheduling is an on-line scheduling problem combined with multitask classification and variable length scheduling interval strategy. The objective of multitask scheduling is to set a decision rule that optimally the target data into task space, one for each class C k . The boundaries between regions are the separating surfaces or decision boundaries. A pattern classifier generates a class label for an unknown feature vector x from a discrete set of previously learned classes. So we chose a GP classifier to handle the radar task scheduling problem [7, 8] . In this section, we present a scheduling algorithm for the radar tasks scheduling problem. This strategy gives flexibility to the scheduler because until the construction of a frame is not finished, it is still possible to change the sequence of tasks contained into the frame. In other hand, this strategy generates a delay on environment evolutions because when we build the current frame, the radar antenna schedules the previous frame. Modern combat environment is composed of ballistic targets, fragments, chaff and et al. The main challenge of future phased array multifunction radar will be to optimize the radar time budget to avoid deleterious overload effects. For this purpose, we propose a new technique for priority assignment of scheduling sequence. We have developed new algorithms for most threatening trajectories computation based on a GP multitask classification. First, the radar processors are used to extract features of different kinds of targets, such as the amount, position of geometry center and polarimetric characteristics, etc. Then second, these features are provided to a GP classifier to obtain the priority of task request based on practical target environment. To overcome the weakness of fixed length scheduling interval, an adaptive scheduling algorithm based on variable length scheduling interval is presented. The algorithm performs ordering of radar events based on the importance function of task request, and adaptively adjust the time length of scheduling interval based on the dynamic change of radar resource. An overview of proposed algorithm flowchart is illustrated in Fig.2 . 
